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01 ABSTRACT

Water is my natural place to start seeing what exists in nature. Water has different states as
it travels in nature from the ocean to the sky, from the sky to the land, and from the land to
the ocean. My thesis lives in this cycle: I create in this cycle from the water cycle governs
and highlights all nature has to offer.
Water has a variety of forms. It stays in visible and invisible state. It is the matrix for us. We
live in nature, but we rarely pay attention to nature. Because it is hard to care about something are too familiar and something are invisible. If we pay attention to our surroundings,
beautiful patterns can begin to emerge. The beauty of these patterns and forms in nature
can be understood and explored though the geometries and mathematical rules. Sometimes we see full chaos in nature, but our eye and spirit figure out the inherent order from
the chaos phenomenon. I ask the reason behind the chaos and the order that we create.
The poetic truth could be always resources for our design.
Gaudi said: “Everything comes from the great book of nature.” The questions are how to
read nature and how to learn from it. The key point is to find the nature of nature. It is about
what it is rather than how it looks like. If we can see through nature, we can build our own
principles and the orders from nature. From a deep understanding, we can understand
how nature works. Nature becomes the inspiration of forms, functions, structures, systems,
techniques and so on.
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02 OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION

This is about a cycle. I follow the path of light. The sunlight
travels thousands miles away and hits the surface of the
earth. The air is warmed up in some areas more than others.
The pressure and temperature changed. So we have wind.
The wind blows up the waves. The waves transporting the
energy to land. The land and trees absorbs the water. And the
cycles starts again.
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OBSERVATION
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OBSERVATION
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OBSERVATION
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OBSERVATION
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We are in the air, and we are in this cycle.
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03 SCIENCE

SCIENCE

“Larger assortments of droplets absorb much of the light incident
upon them, and so the intensity of the scattered light is less. This
contributes to the darkness of clouds composed of larger droplets.
Further increase in the size of the droplets causes them to fall as
raindrops, and we have rain.”
March 28, 2017. Rocky Mountains, USA

19

Water has different states. They travel in nature. The water is traveling in the air, from
ocean to sky, from sky to land, from land to ocean. This is about a cycle. I follow the path
of light. The sunlight travels thousand miles away and hits the surface of the earth. The air
is warmed and raised up in some areas more than others. The pressure and temperature
changes cause the wind. The wind blows up the waves in the ocean. The waves transporting the energy to land. The land absorbs the water, some water penetrated into the soil
quickly and stay underground for thousand years and some escape from the soil to the air.
Some became vapors, so we can see the clouds and sunlight. The dry air became fog, so
we can tell how the air was moving. Some absorbed by the plants. The plants transpire
water into the atmosphere from fields, meadows and woodlands.
March 29, 2017. Rocky Mountains, USA

Water cycle is the movements of water through the atmosphere. Water rises in two ways.
One way is evaporation. The heat from the sun changes water from liquid to vapor. Another
way is transpiration. The transpiration is the evaporation of water from the leaves of plants.
When water is solid, it holds a shape. Such as ice, snow, hail and sleet. The molecules
and atoms hold together. When water is liquid, it does not have a shape. It takes form from
wind, gravity and the movements of energy in nature. If we use a container to take the water, it takes the shape of container. The molecules and atoms are more freely. They allow
the liquid water to flow. When water is vapor, it does have a mass. But it does not have a
definite volume and shape. The water vapor is always disappeared in nature. Because of
the effects of condensation, it may become clouds.
October 03, 2017. New Mexico, USA

“A cloud is composed of water droplets of various sizes. The tiniest droplets scatter blue
lights, slightly larger ones scatter green light, and still larger ones scatter red light. The result is a white cloud. Electrons close to one another in a droplet vibrate together and in step,
which results in a greater intensity of scattered light than from the same number of electrons
vibrating separately. Hence, clouds are bright.”
October 03, 2017. New Mexico, USA

Water does not have a color, taste or smell. When you see the water is blue, it is the reflected color from the sky. If you grab a cup of water from the blue ocean or a dark color lake,
you can see the color of water is transparent. The color we see in water is from reflection
and refraction. It depends on the angle and brightness of the light and what is on, in and under the water. The water could be acted as a 4 percent of mirror. When I go to swimming, I
am always fascinated by the quality of light in the water. You can see the bottom of the pool.
When someone jump in the water, you can see the light shining and patterns on the bottom
because of the ripples acted as lens. Another very interesting thing has been revealed. The
reflection of water is different from what you see at your point of view. The reflection reveals
more of the things near the water. What you see from your point of view is different from
what you see about the reflections.
June 20, 2016. Nice, France

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

The analysis of water
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04 NATURE

“Let us praise Nature!
The nature on our planet.
Our
Nature!
Which is to say also
What we are
Each day, On awakening,
As well as what is brought to us
Through the window. ”
The Making of Pre , Francis Ponge

NATURE

NATURE
Definitions , Historical , Etymology
•

Absence of wood

•

Carbonization

•

Scale

•

The pre

•

Meadow

•

Woods (and rocks) stream (and rocks)

•

From(since) rocks to (until) water

•

Horizontal

•

Water linked with earth

•

vertical

•

Fragments of the other kingdoms- animal, vegetal , mineral

•

crossed, oblique

•

Definitions , historical , etymology

•

Above, beneath

•

Crossed in flight

•

Universal ash tray

•

The field of decision

•

Brown earth

•

Amenable surface

•

Verity, verdant

•

Thread

•

Sun

•

Poetry

•

Writing

•

Speech

•

Earth, air , water , fire

•

Time, space

“We must find a way to get along with our words, at least with our syllables, our roots

Relationships on the Pre

Roots of meaning”

Relationships are about space

“Relationships working at the root level, where things and formulations merge.”
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NATURE

NATURE

“The connection he is making between the human and vegetal words: “ nature”. ”
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NATURE

We live in nature, but we rarely pay attention to nature sometimes. We can learn from nature and get inspiration from nature. Nature is about our everyday life. The beauty of everyday life is from our surroundings. Nature has variety forms. It is a huge book and database
for us. If we pay attention to our surroundings, we can also get beautiful patterns.
The conflict between nature and artificalness through our history. We consume nature and
build up the new world. I believe there is a certain distance between the nature and the
artificial world. The gap is similar with the handcraft and machine making. We lost our
senses from the industry manufacture. The critical making is from nature. There should
be a dialogue and balance between nature and artificial world, between handmade and
machine made. I can feel the gap between nature and artificial world is getting bigger and
bigger today. I would rather stay on the side of nature and try to find the dialogue between
the nature world and artificial world.
Architecture comes from nature and transforms nature. Architecture is not the imitation of
nature.

“2 ways for water to evaporate, one of them direct; and you have vapors, thunderheads,
clouds and the other that passes through the mineral, and thence the vegetal, the animal.
We are part of this cycle. This is how we are involved”
“A part of the water passes through the mineral, to evaporate, and this is the occasion of an
elemental principle of life: of vegetation. ”
“All evaporates, and comes the silence. ”
The Making of Pre , Francis Ponge
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NATURE

“An amenable surface: is answerable for
or appeals, (spontaneously) to the rain, in
answer or in a calling, spontaneous, to the
rain. ”

NATURE

“Everything there is verticality. Nothing
oblique. Everything there is green and vertical”
“First above and then beneath ”
“Horizonal or vertical; nothing crossed, and
nothing oblique”

“All evaporates, and comes the silence. ”

“Crossed in flight from right to left by a very
brief aerolite, in inverse direction to the writing, with the instantaneity of a contrariety.”
“ Crossed in flight as if by a bird , by the
flash of a rapid bird, flying low in direction
counter to the writing.”
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NATURE

“A ‘meadow’ a pre between woods (and
rocks) and stream (and rocks).”
“From (since) rock to (until) water, the pre.
It pumps, inhales and exhales, and flourish-

NATURE

“More or less damp (or impregnated), saturated, the pre. More or less impregnated or
desiccated, the pre.”

es. ”

“Everything is a question of scale.”

“Amenable surface, I was saying. Yes;
agreeable and inviting surface, not exciting;
inciting . ”
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NATURE

NATURE

Moisture from river to the ditch network
In Albuquerque
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05 EXPERIMENTS

EXPERIMENTS

EXPERIMENTS

The Movements of Vapor
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Ice Melting

49

Vapor in time

EXPERIMENTS

Cloud
Flowing is dreaming
Moving through the air
The force broken the air
Moving around
We followed what we imaged
The air can tell

06 GEOMETRY

GEOMETRY
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07 LIGHT

LIGHT

70

LIGHT
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LIGHT
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LIGHT
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08 STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE

What is a Roof?
What is a Wall?
What is a Column?
What is a Window?
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09 ARCHITECTURE
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The architecture I designed is a temple of light and water that serves as a
meditation space. The space where people can feel and engage with the
form of water, and the formlessness of water. The columns should be steel.
A highly polished surface to capture the condensing water from the air.

The space is open to nature. The raining water drops down from the holes and
run along the columns. And finally back to the river and ocean. In the middle
part, people can gather to together. When you walk in this space you can feel the
movements of water and light in time. All the columns are not vertical to the floor.
When the light follows the gravity and hit the water, all the light found a direction.
That’s how I generated the columns. The sunlight is changing overtime, and it
will creates curve shadows on the floor.
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Water can quickly change from a state of stillness to movement
and back to stillness. It is like our life. No matter what difficulties
we face, we will overcome and back to peace. And we will finally
find the peace and balance of our life.
The entire architecture is designed based on how the water finds
its own balance in nature and how our life could be from movements to stillness.
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